Upper displacement limits for spatially broadband patterns containing bandpass noise.
How is the spatial-frequency content of a moving broadband pattern analysed by the visual system? Observers were asked to discriminate the direction of motion in random-noise patterns containing equal energy in each two-dimensional octave band. Uncorrelated noise could be introduced into either low- or high-frequency bands in order to force the visual system to rely on the outputs of putative mechanisms tuned to a narrow frequency range of the stimulus. In two experiments the dependent measure was the magnitude of dmax, the largest discrete displacement whose direction could be discriminated reliably. It was found that dmax was unaffected by the presence of high-frequency noise reaching down to 0.67 c/deg, but that the task became impossible thereafter. In the case of low-frequency noise, dmax fell as the noise was moved up towards about 2 c/deg, at which point the task became impossible at any displacement. This pattern of results would be expected if the system were using information from the lowest signal frequencies in all conditions. In experiment 2, dmax was measured for stimuli in which the spectral position and quantity of high-frequency noise were manipulated. It was found that only noise spectrally-adjacent to the signal band has a detrimental effect on dmax. Three different single-filter models of motion detection each failed to provide a satisfactory account of the spatial-frequency range of good direction discrimination performance. Rather, the modelling shows that the visual system can access the outputs of a low-frequency channel when the noise is high and a high-frequency channel when the noise is low.